Wake Forest 66, Virginia 47
Saturday, Jan. 13, 2024
Joel Coliseum

Team Notes
• Virginia (11-5, 2-3 ACC) is 2-5 away from home and 0-4 in true road games
• All five of UVA’s losses have been by 16 or more points
• UVA shot a season-low 28.1 percent (16 of 57)
• UVA started 0 of 5 from the field before a 3-pointer from Reece Beekman
• UVA was 1 for 13 to start the game and finished the first half 8 of 24
• Wake Forest led 27-21 at the half
• Wake Forest started the second half on a 10-2 run and led 37-23
• UVA yielded 10 or more 3-pointers for the third straight road game
• UVA forced one shot clock violation (12 total)
• UVA was out-rebounded 40-27 and outscored in the paint 28-10

Series Notes
• Virginia is 70-72 all-time vs. Wake Forest, including an 18-42 mark in Winston-Salem
• UVA’s five-game road win streak in the series ended
• Tony Bennett is 11-6 vs. Wake Forest as head coach at Virginia

Player Notes
• Double Figure Scorers: Reece Beekman (10)
• Beekman reached double figures for the 43rd time
• Beekman has a seven-game double figure streak
• Graduate transfer Jordan Minor made his first start at Virginia
• Minor had season highs in points (9), rebounds (5) and minutes (22)
• Dante Harris missed his 10th straight game with an ankle injury